
2 in 1 BODY THERAPY

This product won patents in many countries, and 
cooperated with the Ministry of Economic Affairs.

User Manual

Relieve shoulder stress        Beautify back      Sculpture waist line
Raise the buttocks                Beautify leg
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2 in 1 BODY THERAPY
CH-022A
AC100V-240V DC12V/1.5A
9.6W
0.8A
280g
ABS+Silica
MADE IN TAIWAN

Host Body + 38 CM Belt x 1 SET
Host Body + 48 CM Belt x 1 SET
Adapter x 1 PC                   Cable x 1 PC
Bottle X 1 PC (optional)
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EMS FUNCTION
EMS Intensity Instruction
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Function      Frequency             Instruction
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5  Plus/Cycle
1 Plus/Cycle
3 Plus/Cycle

Double Vibration Connected

Velcro

Single Vibration
Belt Connected

Handheld-Vibration
Belt Connected

After follow the step of left
picture, turn the belt to the 
other side to be handheld
vibration.

After connected belt, you 
can adjudge the belt to fit
your size.
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EMS Power On
         Hi / Low

1. ON/OFF：
    Push the ON/OFF button with light in the bottom. The product will  
    automatically perform computer setup speed function 1~5. Speed  
    functions change in one minute and automatically shut down after 
   15 minutes.
2. Hi/Low：
    Push the Hi/Low button to adjust the speed of massage, you can 
    choose the speed you want. The speed is separated to five 
    grades.
3. EMS Function：
    User could start massage function at the same time demand for  
    EMS activated. User push EMS-Hi button    to start EMS function 
    with light in the bottom. The product will automatically perform 
    computer setup EMS function P1. User could push EMS Function 
    to change the functions. The EMS function is separated to six 
    functions.
4. EMS Hi/Low：
    EMS speed is separated to S1 to S10. The first push   is to start 
    EMS functions. Then, user could change the speed to powerful   
    speed by push EMS Hi  . On the contrary, user could push EMS 
    Low    to change speed to low. And the last push    is to close the 
    function of EMS. Every EMS functions you change, computer will  
    automatically change speed into S1. 
5. The product will shut down automatically if the use of time up to 
    15 minutes or the higher of the temperature. When starting EMS 
    function, it will detect whether the product contact with the skin 
    within 20 seconds. If there is no connection or bed connection, it 
    will shut down automatically.



AKEE 【2 in 1 BODY THERAPY】According to the needs of vari-
ous parts of your body sculpting, It use the power of Hula hoop as 
the centrifugal powerful rotary massage which could synchronized 
with the digestive system. It help  body gain natural detoxification 
and purification. And join the EMS (electrical muscle stimulation) 
function which allowing the body to gain the best motion effects.
AKEE 【2 in 1 BODY THERAPY】It provides professional massage 
function as spa to break up excess fat.

AKEE 【2 in 1 BODY THERAPY】
1.Exclusive use of single motor patent structure roundabout design, 
   so that the volume of product is smaller which help users place in 
   any body parts and  reduce the large burden of users.
2.The powerful rotary vibration massage is the best to keep fit body.
3.Computer multi-function control which makes products more easy 
   to use and ergonomic.
4.It could be use in different body parts, also could be use as 
   handheld massager
5.For the use of a large area, just connect two groups of massage 
   belt to increase the scope of body parts.
6.The electronic transformer is portable to all overthe world.
7.This product is produced by industry, government and academia
   collaboration to establish the best commercialization.
8.Products have lightweight and significant effect.
9.Combination of EMS and massage functions help users achieve 
   the movement and body sculpture effectively.

Safety and Precautions
1.Do not use within one hour before and after the meal, after use     
   please at least drink 350cc warm water. It promote metabolism.
2.If feel discomfort, please stop using.
3.After using,please wipe clean EMS surface with cotton cloth. To   
   avoid damaging, please avoid direct water rinse or wipe with a poor 
   quality cloth.
4.EMS surfaces must be well contact with the skin. Because, poor 
   contact will cause too much impedance differences. Before using, 
   you can use the container with warter to spray on massage part.
5.If health concerns arise while using this product, please stop use 
   and contact dealer.



AKEE 【2 in 1 BODY THERAPY】Recommend the use of parts 

Recommend the use parts of a Single Massage Belt

Eliminate fatigue
Sculpture thigh
Slender lines of 
thigh

Sculpture arms
Slim flabby

Promote leg 
circulation&
Eliminate fatigue

Pat and rotary 
massage & 
Slender perfect 
curve

Tight muscles
Break up excess
fat

To improve
Qiaotun curve &
Tight  muscles 
round

Recommend the use parts of Double Massage Belt with connecting cable

Eliminate fatigue
Sculpture thigh
Slender lines of 
thigh

Buttocks

As hand-
massager use in
every part of 
body

Arm Thigh

Leg Body

AbdomenWaist

Handheld Massager

It’s used for body
massage to eliminate 
fatigue.

Thigh Hip



Thank you for purchasing AKEE【2 in 1 BODY HERAPY】
Before you use【2 in 1 BODY THERAPY】, please read manual 
clearly.You need to fully understand the correct way to use, especially 
pay attention to the part of the "Safety and Precautions" Please keep 
user manual for future reference use.

  The product is recommended to start from low speed,and then   
   gradually increase the speed.
  The product is recommended to the use of time up to 15 minutes 
   in any body parts.It avoid excessive use  which can cause 
  muscle soreness.
  If you feel ichy after use, it’s not side effect. Because the body of 
  the vibration generate physiological compensation effect, please 
  ease to use.
  Do not use the product more than 30 minutes to maintain the life 
  of product each time.
  Before and after use, to promote metabolism, please drink a large 
  glass of water (300cc-500cc).
  If user has specific diseases, please consult a professional 
  physician prior to use. Users of pregnancy, children and pace
  maker do not use the product.
  If health concerns arise while using this product, please stop use 
  and contact seller.

ATTENTION



AKEE  2 in 1 BODY THERAPY

Wrranty Card
Sincerely thank you for your patronizing.This product is sub-
ject to stringent quality control.You can safely use。In order 
to ensure product quality and protect your consumer rights, 
we will provide one year of free service guarantee for you.
   Warranty shall be the host body to enjoy one year of free  
   service from date of purchase.
   The card if no detailed dealer stamp of the date of 
   purchase and the Company stamp, as the invalid.
   In the following circumstances, the Company will charge 
   the materials fee.
     1.Over the guarantee period.
     2.Did not show the Warranty Card.
     3.The contents of Warranty Card with the present matter 
        is different.
   It will not be replaced the warranty card,if you lost, please  
   save properly.

Product Name
Date
Dealer

Dealer’s Signature
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